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VICTORIA PURMAN
Inspired by her grandparent’s lives, 
a novel of female friendship and 
family secrets, set in Australia’s 
Bonegilla Migrant Camp

 

SIMON WINCHESTER
The acclaimed author maps the 
amazing trajectory of the fathers  
of engineering

 

HELEN BROWN
BONO: The new book from 
the author of the international 
bestseller Cleo

CROSS HER HEART
Sarah Pinborough delivers  

another mind-blowing thriller
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Cross Her Heart  Sarah Pinborough

Exactly  Simon Winchester
Miles Franklin: A Short Biography  Jill Roe

Imaginarium  Sibella Court
Wholefood Simply  Bianca Slade
Bono  Helen Brown

Pick Three  Randi Zuckerberg
American Princess  Leslie Carroll

Book of Colours  Robyn Cadwallader

Property  Lionel Shriver
The Rabbit Hunter  Lars Keplar

The Colour of Bee Larkham’s Murder  Sarah J. Harris

The Concubine’s Child  Carol Jones
The Encircling Sea  Adrian Goldsworthy

The Last of the Bonegilla Girls  Victoria Purman

Bloodtree River  Sarah Barrie
The Garden Apothecary: The Happy Gut  Reece Carter

Inferno  Julie Kagawa
Ace of Shades  Amanda Foody

The Darkest Minds/Never Fade/In the Afterlight  
Alexandra Bracken
The Lies They Tell  Gillian French

The Confidence Code for Girls  Katty Kay & Claire Shipman
Dinosaur Juniors: Happy Hatchday  Rob Biddulph
The Hole  Kerry Brown & Lucia Masciullo
Where Does a Giraffe Go to Bed?  Craig MacLean

Fart Monster and Me  Tim Miller & Matt Stanton
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A sister. A brother. 

A murder. A deadly pact. 

One has kept their promise. But which one?

Some secrets are worth dying for … 

THIS YEAR’S TWISTIEST THRILLER

Sarah Pinborough is an award-winning novelist and 
screenwriter. She’s written for the BBC and her last YA 
thriller, 13 Minutes, has been optioned by Netflix and 
is in development. Behind Her Eyes, Sarah’s first adult 
thriller, was published in January 2017. A twisting 
story of dark secrets hidden within a seemingly 
perfect marriage, it quickly became the most talked 
about thriller of the year and was a number one 
bestseller in both hardback and paperback. It has 
been optioned for television by Left Bank Pictures.

Cross Her Heart

S A R A H  P I N B O R O U G H

ISBN: 9780008297978
eISBN: 9780008297985 
AUS PRICE: $29.99
NZ PRICE: $35.00
Trade Paperback
PAGE EXTENT: 384pp
PUBLICITY CONTACT: Sarah Barrett
EMAIL: sarah.barrett@harpercollins.com.au
RELEASED: 21/05/18

THE EXPLOSIVE NEW THRILLER FROM  

SARAH PINBOROUGH, AUTHOR OF THE  

MIND-BLOWING, BESTSELLING THRILLER, 

BEHIND HER EYES

‘Twistier than a tornado; as trustworthy as a red-
bellied black snake; as satisfying as you could wish for. 
Pinborough is on her way to becoming a household 
name’ James Kellow, HarperCollins Australia CEO

‘Sarah Pinborough is about to become your new 
obsession’ Harlan Coban

Praise for Behind Her Eyes:

‘Bloody brilliant’ Stephen King

‘A final twist destined to provoke arguments for years to 
come’ John Connolly 

‘Fully realized characters, peerless writing, a tank of a 
plot that sustains the suspense right to the end, and a 
whammy of a finale. It takes a lot to catch me out, but 
this one did. It’ll get you too’ Joanne Harris

‘A cunning puzzle-box of a novel, a masterfully 
engineered thriller that brings to mind Hitchcock at 
his most uncanny, and Rendell at her most relentless. 
This is the kind of novel that takes over your life. Sarah 
Pinborough slays’ Joe Hill
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The award-winning biography of Australia’s celebrated literary icon in a 
new, revised edition

Propelled to fame aged only twenty-one by her bestselling novel My Brilliant 
Career, Miles Franklin published sixteen novels and numerous non-fiction 
books and articles over the course of her life. Writing was her cause, but Miles 
Franklin was also — perhaps more importantly — a hugely influential first-
wave feminist, unionist and progressive. She was a woman who changed lives 
in America, Britain, war-torn Europe and Australia.

As if her extraordinary achievements were not enough, her endowment of the 
Miles Franklin Literary Award ensured she would never be forgotten. In 2013 
the Stella Prize for Australian Women’s Writing, named in honour of Stella 
Maria Sarah Miles Franklin, was awarded for the first time, further cementing 
her reputation.

2018 marks ten years since Jill Roe’s defining text, Stella Miles Franklin: 
A Biography. To commemorate the occasion and bring the story of Miles 
Franklin to a new generation, HarperCollins will publish this revised, 
condensed edition.

9781460755792
e 9781460709931

AU $32.99 NZ $36.00
Trade Paperback | 352pp 

Released: 23/04/18

Miles Franklin: A Short Biography

J I L L  R O E

Publicity Contact: lara.wallace@harpercollins.com.au

Precision: an essential component of the modern world, yet is invisible, 
hidden in plain sight

Like the air we breathe, precision has always been there — a vital part of 
human life and existence. It is the handmaiden of accuracy and the antithesis 
of chaos. Its roots lie in mathematics and manufacture, tended by care and 
skill and determined craftsmanship. Yet the concept has never been explored 
until now.

Simon Winchester, bestselling author of Pacific: Ocean of the Future, The 
Men Who United the States and The Surgeon of Crowthorne, takes us on an 
epic journey through 250 years of history. He travels from the factory floors 
of Manchester to the great peaks of Chile to find the trailblazers who pursued 
precision so passionately — the founding fathers of engineering. He uncovers 
madness, scandal and the astonishing feats of men who allowed us to see as far 
as the moon and as close as the Higgs boson through their unparalleled work 
of minutiae.9780008241773

e 9780008241797
AU $32.99 NZ $36.99

Trade Paperback | 336pp
Released: 06/05/18

Exactly: How Precision Engineers Created the Modern World

S I M O N  W I N C H E S T E R

Publicity Contact: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au
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A heart-warming true story about a woman, a rescue 
cat and the city that never sleeps, by the author of the 
international bestseller Cleo

After a brush with cancer, Helen Brown, happily married for 
22 years and with three grown children, takes stock of her 
comfortable suburban life and finds it wanting. Seizing the day, 
she heads to New York, where she is talked into fostering Bono, 
a rescue cat in need of a forever home. Together, cat and woman 
discover that, in the end, home is where the heart is, wherever 
that may be.

In the tradition of Helen Brown’s international bestseller, Cleo, 
Bono is a funny, tender and insightful story about life, love and 
recovery — and a charismatic cat with a big heart.

Helen Brown was born in New Zealand. An award-winning 
writer and journalist, she is the author of more than a dozen 
books, including Cleo, a memoir about a cat and the accidental 
death of Helen’s nine-year-old son, Sam, which has sold two 
million copies around the world and has been translated into 
more than 18 languages. Helen writes a column for Yours 
magazine and articles for Huffington Post US. She lives in 
Melbourne.

Bono: The Rescue Cat who 
Helped Me Find My Way Home

H E L E N  B R O W N

Publicity Contact: matthew.howard@harpercollins.com.au

9780733338045
e 9781460707975
AU $29.99 NZ $35.00 
Paperback | 320pp
Released: 23/04/18

Melbourne, Vic

Oh so natural treats the whole family will love!

Bianca Slade of the Wholefood Simply blog has a passion: to 
recreate traditional desserts, treats, snacks and sweets to 
suit her family’s wholefood ways by minimising processed 
ingredients and maximising raw and natural ingredients. And 
because they avoid refined sugar, gluten and dairy, the one 
hundred recipes in this book cater for many food intolerances.

9780733338564
e 9781460708828
AU $35.00 NZ $39.99
Paperback | 224pp 
Released: 23/04/18

Wholefood Simply:  
Natural Indulgence
B I A N C A  S L A D E

Publicity Contact: matthew.howard@harpercollins.com.au

Ballarat, Vic

A sumptuous picture book of style and design inspiration 
from award-winning Australian stylist Sibella Court

Imaginarium is a glorious large-format book of images that 
reflect the things that inspire and motivate interior stylist, 
historian and globetrotter Sibella Court.

Immersing you in a world of travel, nature, interiors, art, 
oddities and curiosities, Imaginarium will open your eyes to 
the world around you and fuel your imagination for your own 
creativity, design and adventures.

Themed by colour and featuring more than 250 beautifully shot 
and curated photographs, Imaginarium is the ultimate picture 
book for lovers of design and interior styling, and anyone 
looking for fresh ideas or inspiring daydreams.

Sibella Court is an interior stylist, owner of The Society 
inc store and author of the bestselling and award-winning 
books Etcetera, The Stylist’s Guide to NYC, Nomad, Bowerbird 
and Gypsy. Sibella creates commercial interiors in Australia 
and internationally, holds regular workshops and is also a 
contributor to leading interior and fashion magazines. Host of 
the popular ABC TV series Restoration Australia, Sibella also 
writes a monthly travel column for Belle magazine.

Imaginarium: A 
Compendium of 
Inspiration
S I B E L L A  C O U R T

Publicity Contact: matthew.howard@harpercollins.com.au

9780733338649
AU $100.00 NZ $100.00 
Hardback | 272pp
Released: 23/04/18

Sydney, NSW

Bianca keeps her ingredients and methods simple without 
compromising on taste, and her delicious morsels, accompanied 
by photography good enough to eat, have garnered Wholefood 
Simply a huge following.

From her moreish takes on chocolate brownies to Not Quite a 
Snickers Slice, you’ll find a host of quick and easy recipes for 
delectable bliss balls, slices, bars, cookies, cakes, ice creams 
and smoothies, as well as classic sweets reinvented, from 
peppermint creams to all kinds of fudge.

Delicious, simple, easy — and healthy, too!

Inspired by a wish to make sweet yet wholesome treats for 
her young family, Bianca Slade started creating delicious 
recipes based on whole foods, which she shared with friends. 
As demand grew, she started a successful blog, Wholefood 
Simply. She has over 270,000 social media followers and has 
self-published several cookbooks. Bianca’s delectable recipes 
are accompanied by her own mouth-watering photographs. She 
lives in Ballarat, Victoria.
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Work. Sleep. Fitness. Family. Friends. Pick Three.

In this motivational handbook — both a business how-to and self-help guide 
— the New York Times bestselling author takes on the fallacy of the ‘well-
balanced’ life, arguing that the key to success is learning to be well-lopsided.

In an increasingly demanding world, we’ve been told that we can do 
everything — maintain friendships, devote ourselves to work, spend time 
with family, stay fit, and get enough sleep. We just need to learn to balance it 
all. Randi Zuckerberg doesn’t believe in being well-balanced. We can’t do it 
all every day, she contends, and trying to do so only leaves us frustrated and 
feeling inadequate.

But we can succeed if we Pick Three.

Randi is the founder and CEO of Zuckerberg Media, editor-in-chief of Dot 
Complicated, and creator of Dot., an animated television show. She previously 
worked for Facebook and was ranked among the 50 ‘Digital Power Players’ by 
The Hollywood Reporter.

9780062849199
e 9780062842848

AU $27.99 NZ $32.99
Paperback | 240pp
Released: 23/04/18

Pick Three: The Joy of Being Well-Lopsided 
in a Well-Balanced World

R A N D I  Z U C K E R B E R G

Publicity Contact: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au

9780062859457
e 9780062859440

AU $24.99 NZ $29.99
Paperback | 208pp
Released: 23/04/18

American Princess: The Love Story of  
Meghan Markle and Prince Harry
L E S L I E  C A R R O L L

A behind-the-scenes look into the life of Meghan Markle and her romance 
with Prince Harry — a dishy, delightful must-read filled with exclusive 
insights and photos for anyone obsessed with the Royal Family.

When Prince Harry of Wales took his American girlfriend, Meghan Markle, 
to have tea with his grandmother, the Queen, avid royal watchers had a 
hunch that a royal wedding was not far off. That prediction came true on 
27 November 2017, when the gorgeous, glamorous twosome announced 
their engagement to the world. As they prepare to tie the knot in a stunning 
ceremony on 19 May 2018, people are clamouring to know more about the 
beautiful American who captured Prince Harry’s heart.

In American Princess, Leslie Carroll provides context to Harry and Meghan’s 
romance by leading readers through centuries of Britain’s rule-breaking royal 
marriages, as well as the love matches that were never permitted to make it to 
the altar; followed by a never-before-seen glimpse into the little-known life of 
the woman bringing the Royal Family into the 21st century; and her dazzling, 
thoroughly modern romance with Prince Harry.

Leslie Carroll’s books on royalty are ‘an irresistible combination of People 
magazine and the History Channel’ — Chicago Tribune

Publicity Contact: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au
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Canberra, ACT

A profoundly beautiful story about creativity and 
connection, and our instinctive need to understand our 
world and communicate with others through the pages of 
a book.

London, 1321: In a small stationer’s shop in Paternoster 
Row, three people are drawn together around the creation 
of a magnificent book, an illuminated manuscript of 
prayers, a book of hours. Even though the commission 
seems to answer the aspirations of each one, their own 
desires and ambitions threaten its completion. As each 
of them struggles to see the book come into being, it will 
change everything they have understood about their place 
in the world.

This is a story about power. It is also a novel about the 
place of women in the roiling and turbulent world of the 
early fourteenth century; what power they have, how they 
wield it, and just how temporary and conditional it is.

FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE INTERNATIONALLY 

ACCLAIMED NOVEL, THE ANCHORESS

Robyn Cadwallader has published numerous, prize-
winning short stories, as well as a book of poetry and a 
non-fiction book based on her PhD thesis concerning 
attitudes to virginity and women in the Middle Ages. Her 
first novel, The Anchoress, about a medieval woman who 
shuts herself away for life in a tiny cell, was published in 
the UK, US and Australia to universal acclaim. Robyn 
lives among vineyards outside Canberra when she is 
not travelling to England for research, visiting ancient 
archaeological sites along the way.

Book of Colours

R O B Y N  C A D W A L L A D E R

ISBN: 9781460752210
eISBN: 9781460707050 
AUS PRICE: $32.99
NZ PRICE: $36.99
Trade Paperback
PAGE EXTENT: 304pp
PUBLICITY CONTACT: Sarah Barrett
EMAIL: sarah.barrett@harpercollins.com.au
RELEASED: 23/04/18

FANS OF ROBYN’S WORK INCLUDE GERALDINE 

BROOKS, ELIZABETH GILBERT AND SARAH DUNANT

‘Robyn Cadwallader fashions words with the same 
delicate, colourful intensity that her 14th century 
illuminators brought to their illustrated manuscripts. 
Book of Colours brings alive a harsh but rich past, filled 
with the fantasies, fears, sly wit and tender longings of the 
medieval imagination’ Sarah Dunant

‘Book of Colours shows the depth of possibility a book 
might hold — all the while shimmering with the beauty 
and fragility of an ancient gilded page’ Eleanor Limprecht
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The first ever story collection from the inimitable Lionel Shriver

This landmark publication, the first collection of stories from a master of the 
form, explores the idea of ‘property’ in both senses of the word: real estate and 
stuff. These sharp, brilliantly imaginative pieces illustrate how our possessions 
act as proxies for ourselves, and how tussles over ownership articulate the 
power dynamics of our relationships. In Shriver’s world, we may possess people 
and objects and places, but in turn they possess us.

This immensely readable collection showcases the biting insight that has 
made Lionel Shriver one of the most acclaimed authors of our time, described 
by the Sunday Times as ‘a brilliant writer’ with ‘a strong, clear and strangely 
seductive voice’.

9780008265236
e 9780008265243

AU $29.99 NZ $32.99 
Trade Paperback | 400pp 

Released: 23/04/18

Property

L I O N E L  S H R I V E R

Publicity Contact: kimberley.allsopp@harpercollins.com.au

The sixth gripping thriller in Lars Kepler’s bestselling series featuring 
Joona Linna

There’s a face at the window.

A stranger wearing a mask stands in the shadow of a garden. He’s watching his 
first victim through the window. He will kill him slowly, make it last — play 
him a nursery rhyme — make him pay.

A killer in your house.

There’s only one person the police can turn to— ex-Detective Joona Linna — 
but he’s serving time in a high-security prison. So they offer him a chance to 
secure his freedom: help superintendent Saga Bauer track down the vicious 
killer known as The Rabbit Hunter, before he strikes again.

Only one man can stop him.

Soon another three victims have been murdered and Stockholm is in the 
grip of terror. Joona Linna must catch a disturbed predator, whose trail of 
destruction leads back to one horrific night of violence — with consequences 
more terrifying than anyone could have imagined …

Praise for the Joona Linna series:

‘The story is incredibly dark and the reader will be caught between wanting to 
turn the page to read on and being too scared to do so’ The Sun

‘Chillingly vicious’ Marie Claire

The Rabbit Hunter

L A R S  K E P L A R

Publicity Contact: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au

9780008205911
e 9780008205928

AU $29.99 NZ $35.00
Trade Paperback | 400pp

Released: 23/04/18
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Jasper is thirteen years old and isn’t like the other boys 
his age. His synaesthesia paints his world in fantastical 
colours specific to every sound and word he hears. Then 
there’s his face-blindness, which prevents him from 
recognising anyone’s face: not his father’s, not his own, 
and certainly not which of the boys in identical school 
uniforms are bullies and which are friends.

But Jasper has seen a new colour, one that he’s never seen 
before: the colour of murder. He knows something has 
happened to his neighbour, Bee Larkham, but no-one 
else seems to be taking it as seriously as they should be 
— and Jasper can’t quite remember what happened in the 
kitchen, with the knife and the screams.

As he struggles to get to the bottom of the mystery, 
including his own role in Bee’s murder, someone out there 
is determined to stop him.

PREPARE TO FALL IN LOVE WITH 2018’S  

MOST EXTRAORDINARY NOVEL

Sarah J. Harris is an author and freelance education 
journalist who regularly writes for national newspapers. 
She became fascinated by synaesthesia and face-blindness 
during her work as a journalist. She lives in London with 
her husband and two young children.

The Colour of Bee Larkham’s Murder

S A R A H  J .  H A R R I S

ISBN: 9780008271510
eISBN: 9780008256388 
AUS PRICE: $29.99
NZ PRICE: $35.00
Trade Paperback
PAGE EXTENT: 448pp
PUBLICITY CONTACT: Nicola Woods
EMAIL: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au
RELEASED: 23/04/18

AN UNFORGETTABLE CENTRAL CHARACTER, JASPER 

WILL TURN YOUR VIEW OF THE WORLD UPSIDE-DOWN

‘Funny and tragic and brave … a beautiful, original novel’ 
Sarah Pinborough

‘Intriguing, original and memorable — I couldn’t put it 
down!’ Libby Page

#BeeLarkham
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An evocative, multi-generational tale of a family haunted by the death of a 
young concubine in 1930s Malaysia. Perfect for fans of Pachinko and Wild 
Swans.

In 1930s Malaysia, sixteen-year-old Yu Lan is in love with her best friend, 
Ming, whose father owns one of the busiest kopi shops in Petaling Street. But 
Ming’s family doesn’t see the apothecary’s daughter as a suitable wife — for Yu 
Lan’s father, Lim, spends more time playing mahjong than selling herbal 
remedies. It’s not long before Lim makes a terrible decision that will change Yu 
Lan’s life forever: selling her as a concubine to the wealthy, ageing Towkay 
Chan who is desperate for a male heir. The consequences of Lim’s betrayal 
resonate through four generations and into the present day, where Yu Lan’s 
great-grandson Nick is searching for his lost family history. His wife, Sarah, 
begins to be very afraid of what he will find as past and present meld into one.

9781786699824
e 9781786699800

AU $27.99 NZ $29.99 
Trade Paperback | 320pp

Released: 23/04/18

The Concubine’s Child

C A R O L  J O N E S

Publicity Contact: alice.wood@harpercollins.com.au

9781784978174
e 9781788541879

AU $29.99 NZ $32.99 
Trade Paperback | 400pp

Released: 23/04/18

The Encircling Sea

A D R I A N  G O L D S W O R T H Y

Publicity Contact: kajal.narayan@harpercollins.com.au

‘An instant classic of the genre. No historian knows more about the Roman 
army than Adrian Goldsworthy, and no novelist better recreates the Classical 
World ... a thrilling and engrossing novel’ Harry Sidebottom

The second instalment in this hugely authentic historical fiction series, set 
on the northern frontier of the Roman Empire and written by one of Britain’s 
leading historians.

AD 100: Flavius Ferox, Briton and Roman centurion, is finding it hard to keep 
the peace. Based at Vindolanda — an army fort on the northern frontier of 
Britannia and the entire Roman world — he feels the eyes of his enemies on 
him at all hours. Ambitious leaders sense a chance to carve out empires of 
their own. Men nearer at hand speak in whispers of war and the destruction 
of Rome while, out at sea, ships of pirates and deserters restlessly wait for the 
time to launch their attack on the Empire’s land.

Adrian Goldsworthy has a doctorate in Ancient History from Oxford. He 
is the bestselling author of numerous books about Ancient Rome including 
Caesar: The Life of a Colossus, The Punic Wars and How Rome Fell.
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Adelaide

The war is over, but their fight for a new life in Australia  
is about to begin …

1954: When sixteen-year-old Hungarian Elizabeta arrives 
in Australia with her family, she is hoping to escape the 
hopelessness of life as a refugee in post-war Germany.

Her first stop is the Bonegilla Migrant Camp on the banks 
of the Murray River in rural Victoria, a temporary home 
for thousands of new arrivals, all looking for work and a 
better life. There, Elizabeta becomes firm friends with 
the feisty Greek Vasiliki; quiet Italian Iliana; and the 
adventurous Frances, the daughter of the camp’s director.

In this vibrant and growing country, the Bonegilla girls 
rush together towards a life that seems full of promise, 
even as they cope with the legacy of war, the oppressive 
nature of family tradition, and ever-present sorrow. So 
when a ghost from the past reaches out for Elizabeta 
and threatens to pull her back into the shadows, there is 
nothing that her friends wouldn’t do to keep her safe.

But secrets have a way of making themselves known and 
lies have a way of changing everything they touch. Can 
the Bonegilla girls defeat their past? Or has it finally come 
to claim them?

ONE IN TWENTY AUSTRALIANS HAVE TIES  

TO THE BONEGILLA MIGRANT CAMP

For fans of The Woolgrower’s Companion, a post-Second-
World-War story of strong female ties and family, secrets, 
and lies, set in the multicultural Australia of the 1950s.

The Last of the Bonegilla Girls

V I C T O R I A  P U R M A N

ISBN: 9781489246752
eISBN: 9781489246851 
AUS PRICE: $29.99
NZ PRICE: $29.99
Trade Paperback
PAGE EXTENT: 352pp
PUBLICITY CONTACT: Natika Palka
EMAIL: npalka@eharlequin.com.au
RELEASED: 23/04/18

Victoria Purman is a multi-published, award-nominated, 
Amazon Kindle-bestselling author. She has worked in 
and around the Adelaide media for nearly thirty years as 
an ABC television and radio journalist, a speechwriter 
to a Premier, political adviser, editor, media adviser 
and private sector communications consultant. She is 
a Vice President of Romance Writers of Australia, and 
a long-standing member of the Writers SA Board and 
the Carclew Youth Arts Board. She is a regular guest 
at writers’ festivals, has been nominated for a number 
of readers’ choice awards and was a judge in the fiction 
category for the 2018 Adelaide Festival Awards for 
Literature. Her most recent novel, The Three Miss Allens, 
was published in 2016.
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9781489254689
e 9781489254672

AU $39.99 NZ $39.99
Paperback | 192pp
Released: 23/04/18

The Garden Apothecary: The Happy Gut

R E E C E  C A R T E R

Publicity Contact: Natika Palka, npalka@eharlequin.com.au

9781489255273
e 9781489255266

AU $29.99 NZ $29.99
Trade paperback | 428pp

Released: 23/04/18

Bloodtree River
S A R A H  B A R R I E

Publicity Contact: Natika Palka, npalka@eharlequin.com.au

Naturopath and herb nerd Reece Carter offers traditional holistic remedies you can 
make at home as well as ‘food as medicine’ recipes to help treat a range of everyday gut 
ailments.

The whole wellness world is going nuts for guts, and with good reason. The discovery 
that the gut and brain are not distinct and separate entities but closely connected is life-
changing for everyone. Now, it is impossible to ignore the importance of gut health to 
chronic health complaints. As we discover strong links between bloating and brain fog, 
IBS and depression, and aches and anxiety, it seems clearer than ever that we need to 
support our guts with the utmost care.

The Happy Gut contains remedies and recipes to:
• enhance digestion
• naturally manage indigestion, IBS and inflammation
• nurture happy, healthy gut bacteria and
• lift mood

Reece Carter holds a Bachelor degree in Health Science (Naturopathy) and has a 
lifelong passion for all things green. From the planter box to the pantry, Reece reveals 
how to turn leaves and petals into remedies through his web series ‘The Garden 
Apothecary’. His written work regularly features in The Australian Women’s Weekly, 
Women’s Fitness Magazine, GQ and numerous online blogs. Reece has his own clinic and 
herbal product, Dose Vitality Tonic, and also works as a model with Chadwicks.

‘What an amazing ride! Romantic suspense; heavy on the suspense — just the way I love 
it! Highly recommended.’ Brenda Telford, Aussie Readers and Goodreads’ Librarian

From the author of the bestselling Hunters Ridge series comes this stand-alone twisty 
rural suspense, this time set against the dark backdrop of Tasmanian mountains.

She wants him, but can she trust him?

Indiana O’Meara is no stranger to the forces of evil. Her own past is full of violence. Now 
a policewoman, Indy is always fighting to redeem herself and defeat the dark. So when 
girls begin to go missing at a remote cattle station in Tasmania, she is quick to agree to 
go undercover to investigate the chief suspect, owner of Calico Mountain Lodge, Logan 
Atherton — even though last time she went undercover it came to a bloody end. But 
her early encounters with Logan Atherton reveal a man full of contradictions. His deep 
empathy for horses and those he cares for is obvious but he is also taciturn to the point 
of rudeness, and there is a strange atmosphere at the lodge. It doesn’t add up.

As Indy begins to dig deeper into the secrets at the Lodge, she finds herself embroiled in 
a murderous web more complex and terrifying than she could ever have imagined ...

Sarah Barrie lives with her husband and children in a rural area inland from the 
Central Coast of NSW. She divides her time between writing, being a mum and her 
position as editor of an Australian equestrian magazine. When she finds a spare moment 
or two, she enjoys spending time with her Arabian horses and the various other animals 
that call the farm home. Though her writing career has traditionally revolved around 
producing articles for various publications, her true passion lies in writing fiction.

Central Coast, NSW

Sydney, NSW
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From the New York Times bestselling author of The Iron Fey series comes the epic 
conclusion to the fiery and unforgettable Talon Saga

The final battle approaches.

The dragon organisation Talon is on the verge of world domination. With the Order of 
St George destroyed, Ember, Riley and Garret journey to the Amazon Jungle in search 
of one who might hold the key to take down the Elder Wyrm and Talon — if they can 
survive the encounter.

With the stakes rising and the Elder Wyrm declaring war, time is running out for the 
rogues and any dragon not allied with Talon. And if Talon is victorious, the world will 
burn.

‘Action-packed drama meets character-driven tension’ Publishers Weekly on Rogue

‘Kagawa’s fine storytelling elevates this novel within the crowded field of fantasy 
romance’ BookPage on Talon

Julie Kagawa is the New York Times and international bestselling author of the Talon 
Saga, The Iron Fey series and the Blood of Eden series. Prior to becoming a full-time 
writer, Kagawa worked as a bookseller and dog trainer. She is based in Kentucky, USA.

9781489256546
e 9781489263049

AU $19.99 NZ $19.99
Paperback | 320pp
Released: 23/04/18

Inferno
J U L I E  K A G A W A

Publicity Contact: Sam Joice, sjoice@eharlequin.com.au

Welcome to New Reynes where casino families reign, gangs infest the streets … 
and secrets hide in every shadow

Amanda Foody, author of Daughter of the Burning City, sweeps readers away with the 
story of Enne Salta, a lady-to-be who must brave rowdy casinos and street gangs as she 
searches for her missing foster mother.

Frightened and alone, her only lead is a name: Levi Glaisyer. Unfortunately, Levi is not 
the gentleman she expected — he’s a street lord and con man. Levi is also only one 
payment away from cleaning up a rapidly unravelling investment scam, so he doesn’t 
have time to investigate a woman leading a dangerous double life. Enne’s offer of 
compensation, however, could be the solution to all his problems.

Amanda Foody has always considered imagination to be our best attempt at magic. 
After spending her childhood longing to attend Hogwarts, she now loves to write about 
immersive settings and characters grappling with insurmountable destinies. Ace of 
Shades is her second novel, following her dashingly successful debut, Daughter of the 
Burning City.

9781489256560
e 9781489263056

AU $19.99 NZ $19.99
Paperback | 304pp
Released: 23/04/18

Ace of Shades

A M A N D A  F O O D Y

Publicity Contact: Vanessa Klingler, vklingler@eharlequin.com.au
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9781460755617
e 9780730499404
AU $17.99 NZ $19.99
Paperback | 624pp
Released: 23/04/18

In the Afterlight

9781460755808
e 9781460709955

AU $19.99 NZ $19.99
Paperback | 304pp
Released: 23/04/18

The Lies They Tell
G I L L I A N  F R E N C H

Publicity Contact: holly.frendo@harpercollins.com.au

For fans of E Lockhart’s bestselling novel, We Were Liars, and the hit TV show Riverdale, 
comes a page-turning thriller about a small-town girl who takes on the fatal mystery 
surrounding some very rich summer boys.

The fire took everything.

Except the truth.

Eighteen-year-old Pearl Haskins, a waitress at the exclusive Tenney’s Harbor Country 
Club, meets a group of privileged boys who may hold the key to the murder of a wealthy 
family. As Pearl enters their world of posh parties, scandal and deception, she’ll find the 
deadly truth of what happened to the Garrisons.

Ages 13 +

Fans of this New York Times bestselling series couldn’t 
be more thrilled to hear that The Darkest Minds will be 
released as a major movie by 20th Century Fox in September 
2018.

With an all-star cast including Amandla Stenberg (The 
Hunger Games), Gwendoline Christie (Game of Thrones), 
Mandy Moore (This Is Us) and Patrick Gibson (The OA), 
fans can’t wait to see this series become the next big YA 
movie franchise on screens around the world.

A pacey and highly original thriller, The Darkest Minds 
series will leave readers on the edge of their seat and 
begging for more!

9781460755594
e 9780730499381
AU $17.99 NZ $19.99
Paperback | 576pp
Released: 23/04/18

The Darkest Minds series
A L E X A N D R A  B R A C K E N

Publicity Contact: holly.frendo@harpercollins.com.au

9781460755600
e 9780730499398
AU $17.99 NZ $19.99 
Paperback | 576pp
Released: 23/04/18

Never FadeThe Darkest Minds

C H I L D R E N ’S M AY 2018
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It’s a paradox familiar to parents everywhere: girls are 
achieving like never before, yet they’re consumed with doubt 
on the inside.

But girls can rule the world — all they need is confidence!

This empowering, entertaining guide from bestselling 
authors Katty Kay and Claire Shipman gives girls the 
essential yet elusive code to becoming bold, brave and 
fearless.

Packed with graphic novel strips; appealing illustrations; 
fun lists, quizzes and challenges; and true stories from tons 
of real girls, The Confidence Code for Girls teaches girls to 
embrace risk, deal with failure and be their most authentic 
selves.

Ages 8–12

9780062796981 | e 9780062797001
AU $24.99 NZ $29.99
Hardback | 240pp
Released: 23/04/18

The Confidence Code For Girls: 
Taking Risks, Messing Up, And 
Becoming Your Amazingly 
Imperfect, Totally Powerful Self

K A T T Y  K AY  &  
C L A I R E  S H I P M A N 

Publicity Contact: holly.frendo@harpercollins.com.au

Introducing a new series by bestselling and award-winning 
picture book genius Rob Biddulph!

Happy Hatchday is a brand-new, creatively Cretaceous story 
from the bestselling Rob Biddulph — and the first book in 
his new Dinosaur Juniors series!

Meet Otto, Winnie, Greg(osaurus) and all the other dinosaur 
juniors as they traverse life’s first ups and downs — all in 
Rob’s trademark rhymes, filled with warmth and humour.

This book is perfect for Rob’s youngest fans, with colourful, 
detailed artwork and a simple rhyming text perfect for read-
ing aloud.

Ages 3+

9780008286385
e 9780008207731
AU $19.99 NZ $25.00 
Hardback | 32pp
Released: 23/04/18

Dinosaur Juniors: 
Happy Hatchday

R O B  B I D D U L P H

Publicity Contact: holly.frendo@harpercollins.com.au

9780733335235
AU $24.99 NZ $29.99
Hardback | 32pp
Released: 23/04/18

The Hole
K E R R Y  B R O W N  &  
L U C I A  M A S C I U L L O

Publicity Contact: holly.frendo@harpercollins.com.au

9781460752272
e 9781460707098
AU $19.99 NZ $25.00
Hardback | 32pp
Released: 23/04/18

Where Does a Giraffe  
Go to Bed?

C R A I G  M A C L E A N

Publicity Contact: holly.frendo@harpercollins.com.au

Bestselling Australian picture book creators Kerry Brown 
and Lucia Masciullo join forces to bring us a brilliant new 
rhyming adventure, perfect for fans of The Gruffalo.

If you were walking through the woods
and a hole you came upon,
would you stop and take a look?
Or simply carry on?

One by one, a group of animals come upon a strange black 
hole in the middle of the woods. What is lurking down 
below? And is that its tummy rumbling? Read on to find out.

Ages 2+

Perfect for reading aloud, Where Does a Giraffe Go to Bed? 
is an all new bedtime picture book with a classic animal 
concept that is sure to delight preschoolers.

When it needs to rest a bird naps in a nest.

But where does a giraffe go to bed?

Author-illustrator Craig MacLean follows up his charming 
debut, What Noise Comes from a Giraffe?, with a book that is 
sure to become a favourite at bedtime.

Perfect for the curious preschooler — now that we know 
what kind of noise a giraffe makes, let’s find out where they 
go to sleep.

Ages 2+

Qld
Melbourne, Vic
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Fart Monster and Me: The Crash Landing

T I M  M I L L E R  &  M A T T  S T A N T O N

ISBN: 9780733338922
eISBN: 9781460709146 
AUS PRICE: $7.99
NZ PRICE: $9.99
Paperback
PAGE EXTENT: 64pp
PUBLICITY CONTACT: Holly Frendo
EMAIL: holly.frendo@harpercollins.com.au
RELEASED: 23/04/18

FART MONSTER AND ME IS SURE TO 

GET KIDS LAUGHING ... AND READING!

From the bestselling duo who brought you There Is a 
Monster Under My Bed Who Farts, Dinosaur Dump  
and The Pirate Who Had to Pee, comes a hilarious  
new chapter book series that’s perfect for new readers.

Ages 5–7

Tim Miller and Matt Stanton are the bestselling co-
creators of six picture books. Matt also publishes the 
critically acclaimed Books That Drive Kids Crazy series 
with his wife, Beck Stanton, which includes This Is a Ball 
and Did You Take the B from My _ook?, and has recently 
released his debut junior fiction series, Funny Kid. Tim 
and Matt both live in Sydney, Australia.

THE CHAPTER BOOKS YOUR RELUCTANT 

READER WILL ACTUALLY WANT TO READ!

Sydney

Fart Monster and Me: The New School

ISBN: 9780733338939
eISBN: 9781460709153 
AUS PRICE: $7.99
NZ PRICE: $9.99
Paperback
PAGE EXTENT: 64pp
PUBLICITY CONTACT: Holly Frendo
EMAIL: holly.frendo@harpercollins.com.au
RELEASED: 23/04/18
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